Abstract. The watershed transform was proposed as a novel method for image segmentation over 30 years ago. Today it is still used as an elementary step in many powerful segmentation procedures. The watershed transform constitutes one of the main concepts of mathematical morphology as an important region-based image segmentation approach. However, the original watershed transform is highly sensitive to noise and is incapable of detecting objects with broken edges. Consequently its adoption in domains where imaging is subject to high noise is limited. By incorporating a high-order energy term into the original watershed transform, we proposed the viscous force watershed transform, which is more immune to noise and able to detect objects with broken edges.
Introduction
Image segmentation for identification of homogeneous regions in an image has been the subject of considerable research activities over the last three decades. Here, segmentation refers to the process of partitioning a digital image into multiple contiguous regions (sets of pixels, also known as super-pixels). Such representations, over regions rather than individual pixels, may be more meaningful and easier to analyse. For example, image segmentation can be used as a pre-processing step for locate objects in images. More formally, image segmentation can be thought of as the process of assigning a label to every pixel in an image such that pixels with the same label share certain visual characteristics and belong to the same region. Boundaries between regions are defined whenever neighbouring pixels differ in their assigned labels.
Most image segmentation approaches can be divided into two classes, namely region-based and edge-based. One of the earliest prototypes for region-based segmentation is the Mumford-Shah functional [1, 2] , whose piecewise formulation is a spatially contiguous generalization of the Ising model [3] . Inspired by mean intensities employed in the Mumford-Shah functional, graph-based algorithms have been developed where globally optimal solutions (with respect to an energy function) can be obtained (e.g., graph-cuts [4] and watershed algorithms [5] ). Other approaches, such as region-based level-sets (e.g., [1] ), are similar but global optima cannot, in general, be guaranteed. [11] ; (e) Power watershed [12] ; (f) Region scalable level-sets (RSF) [2] ; (g) Distance regularized level-sets evolution (DRLSE) [13] ; (h) Our viscous watershed.
Edge-based approaches often adopt line integrals along proposed boundaries to score segmentations. The Snakes active contour model [6] is an early example of this approach. Here, curvature and length constraints are encoded as regularity terms into the integration of squared image gradients. Some variational variants [7] successfully incorporate gradient vector flow energy into the integral to enhance robustness. Level-set methods [8] define a powerful curve propagation scheme which has been proposed as replacement to the arc-length function [9] in active contour models for curve evolution. Unfortunately the quality of solutions from these approaches rely on difficult to tune parameters which are image specific.
Watershed image segmentation was originally proposed by Digable and Lantuejoul [5] , and later improved by Beucher and Lantuejoul [14] . The method has been demonstrated as a powerful, non-parametric and fast technique for regionbased segmentation. In particular, watershed-based algorithms are widely used in image segmentation because of their efficiency and accuracy when applied to high-quality images. However, the watershed transformation suffers from poor robustness that results in significant fluctuations of the segmentation when contours are blurred or images are noisy. Moreover, the watershed transformation cannot find the outlines of objects with broken edges. Consequently, leaks and degeneracy may occur in results from watershed image segmentation (and indeed, other seeded image segmentation techniques). Figure 1 , for example, highlights the failures of a number of segmentation algorithms on a low-quality image, whereas the performance of our algorithm is significantly better.
In this paper, we propose a new method that can significantly improve the robustness of the watershed transformation by incorporating a high-order energy term (that we designate viscous force). Our viscous force watershed transformation has two main advantages over the original watershed transformation:
1. Our high-order energy term can dramatically enhance the robustness of the watershed transformation thereby making it more tolerant to noise and other forms of image corruption. 2. Our viscous force watershed transformation can extract the contour of objects with broken edges, which is not possible using the conventional watershed transformation.
Importantly, our method retains the key strengths of the original watershed transform-it is simple and fast. This makes our method of particular relevance to application domains requiring segmentation of low-quality images (e.g. medical ultrasonic images as shown in Figure 1 ).
Background and Related Work
The essential idea behind the watershed transformation can be understood from a geographic analogy: We consider a grey-scale image as a topographic relief where the intensity of a pixel is represented by the height of the relief. When a drop of water falls on a topographic relief, it moves downhill coming to rest within a local basin. By filling the topographic relief with water up to the point where water from different local basins meet we can identify so-called watershed lines. As a result, the landscape (or image) is partitioned into regions separated by the watershed lines. Despite its simplicity, the watershed transform suffers from several problems. Primary amongst these is its high sensitivity to variations in the image gradient resulting in significant over-segmentation of the image. To solve this problem, marker-based approaches have been proposed within the watershed framework (e.g., optimal spanning forest [15] or Meyer's flooding [11] ). Here markers (or seeds) may be interactively placed by users or found automatically using prior information to constrain the segmentation of the image into desired regions.
The most recent marker-based watershed image segmentation method is the power watershed method [12] , which casts the watershed algorithm as an energy minimisation problem. As a consequence the method unifies various markerbased image segmentation algorithms such as graph-cuts, random walker and shortest path optimisation algorithms. This is achieved by replacing the objective in the traditional watershed method with a pairwise energy terms, which, to some extent, can partially improve robustness. However, without introducing high-order energy terms, the power watershed method is still unable handle low quality images or images corrupted by noise.
To address the problem of image corruption, Meyer [16, 17] proposed the concept of viscous flooding. The idea of viscous flooding was inspired by morphological operations and geometrical constraints, and can be incorporated into the watershed segmentation algorithm in two different ways. The first, proposed by Meyer [16, 17] , is to simulate a viscous fluid in the watershed line construction via the opening morphological operation. Here the magnitude of viscous force only depends on the radius of the morphological operation rather than neighbourhood intensity changes in the image.
The second method for incorporating viscous flooding into the watershed transformation is via the topological relief regularisation [18] . The essence of this approach is still based on morphological opening. However, the aim is to regularise topographic relief directly with a morphological operation rather than simulating the viscous fluid flooding as in the first approach [16] . Unlike these approaches, our method directly connects neighbouring intensity changes to the magnitude of the viscous force.
Edge-based image segmentation algorithms tackle the problem from a different perspective. Many of these algorithms are based on the level-sets method [8] , which evolves a contour to segment regions from a rough initial boundary. The most recent level-sets method is the distance regularised level set evolution algorithm (DRLSE) [13] . However, level-sets are not limited to edge-based algorithms. The approach can also be extended to region-based segmentation (e.g., [1] ). The most recent level-sets approach belonging to this category is the region scalable fitting level set (RSF) algorithm [2] . In both of these approaches, however, level-sets methods can not guarantee the globally optimal result. All of the methods described above may be considered as addressing energies or external forces comprised of only unary and pairwise terms. Watershed segmentations (Power watershed or Viscous watershed) only consider the low order terms (e.g., opened sets). However, recent literature has found that the addition of external force defined with higher order terms can help improve performance in a variety of tasks [19, 20] . Although, level-set methods address image segmentation as energies and external forces comprised through pairwise terms, they failed to find the globally optimal result in most cases.
In this work, we propose a specific high-order term, which we call viscous force. By incorporating this term, we are able to address the drawbacks of previous approaches in dealing with noisy or corrupted images. Moreover, unlike the existing viscous watershed, our viscous force models neighbourhood intensity changes resulting in more precise and reliable segmentations.
Viscous force into the watershed transformation
We begin our exposition by reviewing the fundamentals of the watershed transformation [11] . We then present our high-order viscous force term and show how it improves the segmentation accuracy and robustness without sacrificing the performance even under low-quality imaging scenarios. We examine special cases of this algorithm in the context of noisy images and images with missing boundaries.
We will consider a finite grid of pixels. We embed the set of pixels within an undirected graph, where the graph D = (V, E) consists of a set V = {1, 2, · · · , n} of vertices (or nodes) denoting the pixels and a set E ⊆ V × V of pairs of vertices defining the connectivity structure, usually 4-connectivity or 8-connectivity. The set E consists of unordered pairs of nodes (p, q) called an edge. In a weighted graph, a non-negative scalar (weight) is associated with each edge (p, q) ∈ E in the graph. We can now define a digital greyscale image as a 3-tuple D = (V, E, W(·)), where (V, E) is a grid structured graph and W(·) is an edge weight function W(p, q).
For many seeded image segmentation algorithms, the edge weights are determined by image intensity changes. One common format used by the graph-cuts and random walker segmentation algorithms is to set
where I(p) is the image intensity at node (pixel) p. However, a special topographic relief function W(·) = T f (·) (mentioned later) will be employed in watershed segmentation. Then, image segmentation proceeds to label each node (pixel) p with a label from a fixed set C = {c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c n } according to its corresponding edge weights. We first label some of the nodes (pixels) with these labels and treat them as seeds. Then the seeded image segmentation for producing a segmentation is to solve the problem [12, 10, 21] arg min
subject to
where x p denotes the unknown label of node (pixel) p. After establishing a function for the seeded image segmentation, there are some optimisation methods to search for the minima, for example region scalable level set (RSF) [2] , graph cuts [4] and watershed algorithms [16] . As demonstrated in Figure 1 , the above seeded image segmentation algorithms, associated with different optimisation methods, are unable to produce satisfactory segmentation results under low quality imaging. In other words, no mater what kind of optimisation method is employed by the seeded image segmentation, leaks and degeneracy frequently occur in the results under low quality imaging. That means the problem lies in the objective function rather than optimisation method. Thus, in this paper, we will incorporate a viscous force into the weight function, in order to produce a better weighted graph for segmentation.
Review of watershed transformation
We now describe how watershed segmentation simulates the fluid flooding and finds the watershed lines based on the established topographic relief.
Let the topographic relief f (·) → [0, 255] have minima {m k } k∈K , shown in Figure 2 (a), for some index set K ⊆ V. The catchment basin CB(m i ) of a 
In an infinite graph, the watershed line of f is the set of pixels that specify the boundaries between regions. Formally the watershed line is defined as the set of pixels that does not belong to any catchment basin (see Figure 2 (b)):
Let Wshed denote the label for the watershed line -Wshed / ∈ K. The watershed transform of f is a mapping λ : V → K ∪ {Wshed}, such that λ(p) = k if p ∈ CB(m k ), and λ(p) = W if p ∈ Wshed(f ). So the watershed transform of f assigns labels to the points of V, such that different catchment basins are uniquely labelled, and a special label W is assigned to all points on the watershed line.
Initially, we assume that the image I is lower complete; that means each pixel which is not in a minimum has a neighbour with a lower grey value. A plateau situation will be discussed later. The gradient magnitude ∇I(p) of I at a pixel p could be used to describe the topographic distance. But, in practice, the lower slope LS(p) is actually calculated as the topographic distance due to computational efficiency. It is defined as the maximal slope linking p to any of its neighbour of lower altitudes. Formally,
where N G (p) is the set of neighbours of the node (pixel) p of the grid D = (V, E), and d(p, q) is the Manhattan distance between nodes (pixels) p and q. Then, the topographic distance from p to a neighbouring node q is defined as
The topographical distance along a path π = (p 0 , . . . , p l ) between p 0 = p and p l = q in V is defined by:
If an image is not lower complete the topographical distance between the interior pixels of a plateau will be identically zero. Thus, the Manhattan distance to the boundary of the plateau is usually computed instead of the topographic distance in this situation.
Watershed transformation with viscous force
Let D = (V, E, T f ) be a greyscale image. For any pair of vertices p, q ∈ V, consider all paths from p 0 = p to p l = q, whose vertices belong to the path π = (p 0 , p 2 , . . . , p l ) for which π ⊂ V. Let T π f (p, q) be the minimum-weight path among them. If p k is on the shortest path T π f (p, q), then we can break this path into two sub-paths: one from p to p k as T π f (p, p k ), the other from p k to q like T π f (p k , q). Then, each vertices p i on the shortest path π would satisfy the following properties:
However, Equation 8 only considers vertices on the path and ignores other vertices in the neighbourhood. This property yields a weakness in the watershed transform, because "fluid" may leak out from broken edge or be interfered by noisy pixels (see Figure 3) . Thus, we introduce a high-order term to the topographic distance calculation, in order to improve robustness of the watershed algorithm. Intuitively, the idea of our high-order term can be motivated by the averaging the cost of all paths in the neighbourhood of a given path rather than the cost of the path itself. We expect the average path to be more robust to local topographic variations (e.g. broken edges and noise). This energy term presents as followsT
where VF(p) is the energy function associated with p, which calculates the averaging topographic distance from point p on the path to the other points in the neighbourhood. We define VF(p):
where C is a positive constant, which controls the magnitude of the viscous force per pixel. Smaller values of C produce a larger viscous force. In the other words, the viscous force effects vanish for large C. In our experiments, we found that setting C = 0.005 gives satisfactory results over a large range of images. The size of the local neighbourhood N G (p) also affects the strength of the viscous force. When the neighbourhood is too large, the total viscous force may make fluid too thick to detect details of the topographic relief without a proper C, and our algorithm tends to over-smooth the image. Additionally, the computational cost of the viscous force depends on the size of this neighbouring set. We found that setting the neighborhood to 3 × 3 or 5 × 5 usually results in good performance. Then, equation 9 can be efficiently solved by the dynamic program, and Moore-Bellman-Ford algorithm is employed in this paper.
As shown in Figure 3 (top row), the energy term assigns a high penalty value to the weighted path going through the window to make it expensive and stop the fluid from leaking out. Other seeded image segmentation approaches treat the broken edges as a plateau and give some unreasonable results.
In Figure 3 (bottom row), the viscous force will result in a constant topographical path cost over local regions in noisy scenarios, which can neutralise the impact of noisy pixels. Other seeded image segmentation algorithms are affected by noisy pixels critically, so most of them cannot locate the boundaries of the structure or capture its shape.
After introducing the viscous force term into watershed transformation, we generate a new viscous force watershed transformation in equation 9 and 10. We can also incorporate our weight function, incorporating the viscous force, into other seeded image segmentation approaches via the generic framework described above (i.e. equation 2). 
Experimental results
We evaluate the performance of our proposed viscous force watershed transformation against other seeded watershed image segmentation algorithms and active contour models-specifically graph cuts, random walker, Meyer flooding, power watersheds, DRLSE, and RSF. Our experiments use the 50 image GrabCut dataset [23] . This dataset was first proposed for evaluating interactive image segmentation algorithms. It provides foreground segmentation masks which we use to generate the seeds by applying significant erosion. Our viscous force watershed is targeted at low-quality image segmentation, (see in Figure 1 ). To evaluate performance in this regime we corrupt the images in the GrabCut dataset by adding zero-mean gaussian noise (σ ∈ [0.1 0.4]) to each pixel. Quantitative evaluation is then performed using the precision-recall chart and F-measurement metrics developed by [24] for boundary quality evaluation. We also report ground truth covering and variation of information metric (VI) for region covering evaluation [25, 24] . Table 1 : F-measurement for boundary detection computed between the segmentations yielded by seven algorithms and ground truth images in GrabCut data set. †: ∆ shows difference in F-measurement between our algorithm and the best algorithm among the remaining six.
Boundary quality
The F-measurement is particularly meaningful in the context of boundary maps.
It is reasonable to characterise higher level processing in terms of how true a signal is required for R (recall) to be successful, and how much noise can be tolerated P (precision). Then a balanced F-measurement can be calculated from these quantities. Table 1 shows the quantitative results for the seven algorithms being tested under different Gaussian noise scenarios. We report two quantities. The first (MedF) reports the median F-measurement across the 50-image dataset, and the second (BestF) reports the best F-measurement over all images in the dataset. These metrics (BestF and MedF) range from 0 to 1 corresponding to bad and good matches, respectively.
Some qualitative results are shown in Figure 4 . As these images and the quantitative results show, segmentations produced by our viscous watershed on original (noise free) images are as good as results produced by the other seeded image segmentation algorithms. The difference of quantitative measurements is marginal in the noise-free case, and the seeded image segmentation approaches all perform much better than DRLSE and RSF. However, when segmenting in the presence of Gaussian noise, our viscous force watershed method outperforms the other six algorithms.
Additionally, Figure 4 shows that the F-measurement metric of our viscous force watershed method drop much slower than the other algorithms as the magnitude of noise increases. In other words, viscous force is more robust to noise than the other seeded image segmentation algorithms.
Region quality
The Variation of Information metric (VI) was introduced for the purpose of label comparison [25, 24] . It measures the distance between two segmentations in terms of their average conditional entropies given by: where H and I are the entropies and mutual information between two segmentations S and S , respectively. Smaller VI means better segmentation.
Our second evaluation metric for region segmentation quality is ground truth covering defined as where R and R are the overlapped regions, the covering index C of the ground truth S by a segmentation S respect to O(·), and, N denotes the total number of pixels in the image. The average over all 50 images of variation information and ground truth covering are shown in Table 2 . According to these metrics the viscous force watershed performs better than all the other algorithms under noisy scenariosits segmentation has the smallest value of Variation Information and the highest measurements in ground truth covering.
Last, we compare the running time of these different seeded image segmentation algorithms (see Table 3 ). Our method along with the other graph-based algorithms are much faster than the level sets approaches. Although, our method is slightly slower than the random walker and Meyer's flooding, it is still fast enough for many real-time applications.
Precision and Robustness
One may consider using a pre-filter to smooth the images before applying the segmentation algorithms as an alternative to our viscous force watershed method. However, as shown in Table 4 , per-filtering may improve the segmenting performance slightly, but they are still not as good as our algorithm. We believe that this is because the pre-noise filter decreases noise magnitude at the cost of losing some high-frequency information. As such, precisely localizing boundaries and edges is compromised.
The affect of viscous force is different from pre-filtering. The viscous force watershed is designed to find an averaging weighted path over all paths around a certain minimum path in a neighbourhood. Thus, unlike the pre-filtering process, our method can not only enhance segmentation robustness, but can also preserve high-frequency information (precision) instead of filtering it along with the noise. Table 4 : Performance evaluation on the pre-filtered images. Original images are corrupted by a Gaussian noise (σ=0.2), A Gaussian filter (size=15 × 15, σ=0.5)
.
Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper we developed a high-order external energy term (viscous force) for image segmentation algorithms based on watershed. This energy term significantly improves the robustness of the watershed transformation. Specifically, our modification renders the watershed tolerant to noise and capable of segmenting object with broken edges. Watershed-based algorithms have found many different applications in the computer vision field that go beyond image segmentation, such as stereo disparity map, video super-resolution and dynamic object detection [26] [27] [28] . By employing our viscous force formulation to improve robustness, the watershed transform may find even more applications within computer vision.
Our work, together with recent methods that unify the watershed transformation and graph-based segmentation techniques, suggest exciting future research directions. Most promising of these, perhaps, is the generalisation of our highorder viscous force approach to other seeded image segmentation algorithms including graph-cut and random walker via a unifying framework.
